Hail! Ancient Egyptians (Hail! History)
This entertaining book guides readers through 3,000 years of ancient Egyptian history on the banks of the Nile River, from the early settlers and kings to great pharaohs such as Ramesses II, Hatshepsut, Tutankhamun, and Cleopatra. It also includes features on building the perfect pyramid, food and feasting, mummies, trade, and education.
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**Customer Reviews**

Crabtrees HAIL! Titles provide fine 32-page lively coverages of ancient times in a series perfect for reluctant history students. ANCIENT ROMANS by Philip Steele, ANCIENT CHINESE by Paul Challen, AZTECS, ANCIENT EGYPTIANS and ANCIENT GREEKS all focus on entertaining history perfect for grades 3-6. Small maps, 'postcards' of information and colorful illustration throughout keeps an adventure-oriented focus on history.
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